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A Word About
Anagrams
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If you look at the name, “MacRicee,” you
will see that if you change the letters
around they spell “ice cream.” When you
change letters around like this, you have
made an anagram.
You can try it with short words with only
three letters, for example, “top” can be
changed to “pot” or even “opt.”
You can try it with your own name, for example, my name
“Pat” can be changed to “tap” or “apt.”
You can use longer words with four or five letters, for
example, “tale” can be changed to “late,” and “adobe” can be
changed to “abode.”
I am sure that you will be able to think of all kinds of great
anagrams. Why not give it a try!

Your Name
_________________

Possible Anagrams
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

Reading

Word Analysis, Vocabulary

Name____________________________

ANAGRAMS AND
VOCABULARY
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Anagrams are the letters of one word rearranged to make a new and different
word. Here are some words from Ice Cream Dream that you can rearrange
yourself. Example: Use the letters from Strawberry to make the word Bear.
1. Strawberry

5. Carpenter

2. Ice Cream

6. Dream

3. Chocolate

7. Oceans

4. Narrow

8. Nightmare

Now try to match each vocabulary word from the story to its definition on the right.
1. ____Melting

A. Can put food in this to keep it cold and fresh

2. ____Weight

B. Turning from a solid to a liquid

3. ____Refrigerator

C. A form of energy that is used to give power
for lights or radios

4. ____Nightmare

D. How many pounds and ounces an object is
5. ____Electricity
E. A scary dream

Reading

Word Analysis, Vocabulary

Name____________________________

Word Problems
1. If Mr. MacRicee eats one scoop of ice cream every day for one year, how
many scoops of ice cream would he have eaten?

2. One of the doors in Mr. MacRicee’s house is 36 inches wide. The carpenter
made another door 72 inches wide. What is the difference between the two
door sizes?
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3. If you have one gallon of ice cream, how many ounces do you have of that ice
cream? (Hint: 8 ounces = 1/2 pint or 1 cup, 4 quarts = 1 gallon or 16 cups)

4. Mr. MacRicee bought many freezers to hold his ice cream. There were 10
freezers in his bedroom, 15 freezers in his living room, 20 freezers in the
family room, and 25 freezers in his garage. How many freezers did Mr.
MacRicee have?

5. The truck that delivered ice cream to Mr. MacRicee had 20
boxes full of ice cream. Each box had 8 quarts of ice cream.
How many quarts of ice cream were in the truck?

Math

Number Sense and Reasoning

Name____________________________

Ice Cream
Personality
Dr. Alan R. Hirsh studied the link between ice cream flavors and personality. Check below to
find your most favorite ice cream and the personality that matches.
Vanilla
Chocolate
Butter Pecan

Banana
Strawberry
Chocolate Chip

If you like Vanilla, you are a risk taker, set high goals, and have close family relationships.
If you like Chocolate, you are lively, creative, emotional, life of the party, like to be the
center of attention, and get bored easily.
If you like Butter Pecan, you like order, you are careful, pay attention to detail, competitive,
and like to be in charge.
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If you like Banana, you are laid back, generous, and honest.
If you like Strawberry, you are shy, pay attention to detail, not easily fooled, and stubborn.
If you like Chocolate Chip, you are generous, competitive, delightful, determined, and skillful.
You can even take this home to your family to see their Ice Cream Personality. Also,
you can visit Playbooks Inc. on the internet at http://www.playbooks.com.
My family members’ favorites kinds of ice cream are
Name:______________________ Ice Cream:_____________________________
Name:______________________ Ice Cream:_____________________________
Name:______________________ Ice Cream:_____________________________
Name:______________________ Ice Cream:_____________________________

Fun, Take Home Activity

http://www.geocities.com/SouthBeach/Boardwalk/4132/ice.html

Ice Cream Poem
Pretend you have an ice cream store like the Sweet Treat Shop in the
story! Complete this poem by filling in the lines below. You can even
make up a name for yourself! Be as creative or silly as you wish with
your ice cream flavors. Try making some of your lines rhyme. Now Mr.
MacRicee can see what kinds of ice cream he can buy from your store.
Your teacher may ask you to read your poem to your classmates!
I am ________________________________ (first and last name)
I run _______________________ ‘s Ice Cream Store. (last name)
There are flavors in my freezer
You have never seen ____________,
Five divine creations
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Too delicious to resist.
Why not do yourself a favor,
Try the flavors on my ____________:
__________________________________________ (flavor 1)
__________________________________________ (flavor 2)
__________________________________________ (flavor 3)
__________________________________________ (flavor 4)
__________________________________________ (flavor 5)
I am ________________________________ (first and last name)
I run _______________________ ‘s Ice Cream Store. (last name)
Taste a flavor from my freezer,
You will surely ask for _____________!
Source: http://ettcweb.lr.k12.nj.us/forms/icecream.htm
Reading/ Language Arts

Writing and Speaking

Name____________________________

Time to Talk Ice Cream

Here are some questions from Ice Cream Dream. Answer all of them in complete sentences.

1. Who was your favorite character and why?

2. In the beginning of the story what kinds of ice cream scoops did Mr. MacRicee get each
night?
3. What did Mr. MacRicee do when he could not fit the ice cream he had bought into his
freezer section of his refrigerator at home?
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4. What did vanilla ice cream say to do with the vegetables in the freezer when there wasn’t
enough room for all of the ice cream?
5. What happened to all of Mr. MacRicee’s furniture when the electricity went out and the ice
cream turned into an ocean?
6. What is your favorite kind of ice cream? How much ice cream do you think you eat each
year?
7. What hit Mr. MacRicee on the head and caused him to have his
dream?
8. Why did Mr. MacRicee need to call a carpenter to his house?
9. In the end, how did Mr. MacRicee get rid of all the ice cream he had stored
in his house.

Language Arts

Reading Comprehension, Character Development, Critical Thinking

Name____________________________

Phonics
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Using phonics to read gives you tools for any level of school. Phonics is the
sound relationships of words. Here, we are going to focus on words beginning with “cr-”
Try to make this sound. Just like the word ice CReam from our story, here are some
other words for you to sound out. Then try to find them in the word search.

Language Arts

Phonics

Name____________________________

Ice cream
around the world
People all over the world eat ice cream. Does anyone know what some
other countries around the world call their ice cream? Here are some mixed
up words for you to unscramble. Use the number key to fill in the right
letter for each word. Once you have finished, you will know the Italian,
French, Portuguese, and Spanish words for ice cream.
1

2

3

J

S

E

4
T

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

A

G

I

C

O

R

L

M

Ê

D

H

É

Italians call their ice cream ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____.
6
3
11
5
4
9
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The French call their ice cream ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
8
10
13
12
3
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ or
6
11
5
8
16
3
____ ____ ____ ____ ____.
6
11
5
8
16
The Portuguese call their ice cream
____ ____ ____ ____ ____
8
10
3
12
3
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____.
14
3
6
3
11
9
The Spanish call their ice cream ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____.
15
3
11
5
14
9

Language Arts

Discussion prompt
For teacher use only
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Have the kids talk about what they think Mr. MacRicee learned
from his Ice Cream Dream. For example, he could have learned to trust
his own thoughts rather than the thoughts of others. Mr. MacRicee
could have also learned that ice cream, like many other things, is only
good in moderation. Another point could be that eating too much ice
cream all the time is not healthy. This may be a good time to review
the food pyramid that you probably have in your classroom.

http://www.milforded.org/schools/meadowside/Images/childfoodpyram.jpg

Language Arts

Health and Critical Thinking

The ice Cream Dream
ANSWER KEY

FOR TEACHER USE ONLY
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Anagrams and Vocabulary
1. Strawberry
straw, berry, bear, rat,
2. Ice Creamear, rice, air, am
3. Chocolatelate, coco, tale, eat
4. Narrow
row, raw, now, worn
5. Carpentercar, ran, pen, center,
6. Dreamdam, ram, read
7. Oceanscan, sea, ace
8. Nightmaregame, night, time, great

Vocabulary
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

B
D
A
E
C

Time to Talk Ice Cream
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Answers will vary
Strawberry, vanilla, chocolate
Buy more freezers
Throw them away
Swirled out of his house
Answers will vary
1/2 gallon of ice cream
Because he became too fat to fit
through his doors and needed them
enlarged.
9. He gave a party for the children in the
neighborhood.

Phonics

Word Problems
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

365 cups
36 inches
128 ounces
70 freezers
160 quarts

Possible Discussion Prompt

Have the kids talk about what they think
Mr. MacRicee learned from his Ice Cream
Dream. For example, he could have learned
to trust his own thoughts rather than the
Ice Cream Around the World
thoughts of others. Mr. MacRicee could
1. Gelato
have also learned that ice cream, like many
2. Crême Glacée or Glacé (Crême glacée other things, is only good in moderation.
is only used in a dictionary definition. Another point could be that eating too
The French actually call ice cream
much ice cream all the time is not healthy.
Glacé.)
This may be a good time to review the food
3. Crème Degelo
pyramid that you probably have in your
4. Helado
classroom.
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